OPEN BRIEF
Support Ukraine
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Current situation
February 24th, Putin declared a “special military operation” in Ukraine, in
other words - launched a devastating attack on Ukraine, a European
democracy of 44 million people. Now, Europe is witnessing its first major
war in decades, while Ukrainians alone by themselves are fighting for the
democratic world as we know it.
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Problem
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is changing the global order forever but people,
especially in the Western world, don’t seem to care enough.

The United States, the European Union, and others have condemned Russia’s
aggression and begun issuing economic sanctions against Russia, however,
this doesn’t stop an evil regime. Not only world leaders but every single one
of us owes Ukrainians standing up & speaking up for them while they are
fighting for the world as we know it.
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Brief
It is said that during the war every single person has to fight evil with the
weapon that they know best.

The situation that we are facing now is not only a military conflict but also
information warfare, so we invite the world’s creative community to take their
biggest weapon - creativity & show the real face of this disastrous invasion
for the world to see.

We kindly ask you to submit illustrations and other artworks portraying the
current situation. We will collect them & keep putting them on the open
online platform, so people and media outlets all around the world can use
them for free in case of need to illustrate what is happening in Ukraine.
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Technical requirements
High resolution JPEG or PNG file.
– Minimum 1200 px on the longest side.
– Each file should be no larger than 10 mb.
– Please do not submit multiple images.
Submit your work at creativesforukraine.com

This is a completely private initiative by Lithuanian design agency
FOLK & our friends from Lithuanian creative community.
If you have any questions weare@creativesforukraine.com

creativesforukraine.com

